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Dissociative recombination �DR� of the dimer ion �NO�2
+ has been studied at the heavy-ion storage

ring CRYRING at the Manne Siegbahn Laboratory, Stockholm. The experiments were aimed at
determining details on the strongly enhanced thermal rate coefficient for the dimer, interpreting the
dissociation dynamics of the dimer ion, and studying the degree of similarity to the behavior in the
monomer. The DR rate reveals that the very large efficiency of the dimer rate with respect to the
monomer is limited to electron energies below 0.2 eV. The fragmentation products reveal that the
breakup into the three-body channel NO+O+N dominates with a probability of 0.69±0.02. The
second most important channel yields NO+NO fragments with a probability of 0.23±0.03.
Furthermore, the dominant three-body breakup yields electronic and vibrational ground-state
products, NO��=0�+N�4S�+O�3P�, in about 45% of the cases. The internal product-state
distribution of the NO fragment shows a similarity with the product-state distribution as predicted
by the Franck-Condon overlap between a NO moiety of the dimer ion and a free NO. The
dissociation dynamics seem to be independent of the NO internal energy. Finally, the dissociation
dynamics reveal a correlation between the kinetic energy of the NO fragment and the degree of
conservation of linear momentum between the O and N product atoms. The observations support a
mechanism in which the recoil takes place along one of the NO bonds in the dimer. © 2005
American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2116927�

I. INTRODUCTION

Diatomic ions such as O2
+, NO+, and N2

+ are of major
importance to the Earth’s ionosphere and play an important
role in the ionospheric chemistry and heating.1,2 Cluster ions
are of importance in the lower part of the D region.3 Below
roughly 85 km, water-cluster ions dominate over O2

+ and
NO+, and become more important as sinks for low-energy
electrons and as a source of reactive and kinetic species. Of
special importance to the water-cluster ion formation is the
production and loss of O2

+ and NO+ dimer ions, where NO+

clusters with other neutrals rather than with its neutral coun-
terpart due to low NO densities. The dimer ions are weakly
bound and experiments suggest that their thermal dissocia-
tive recombination �DR� rate coefficients are an order of
magnitude faster than their monomer counterparts.4 This
large recombination rate is referred to as super-DR and is not
restricted to weakly bound dimer ions, but hold for strongly
bound �proton-bridged� and rare-gas dimer ions as well.5,6 As
far as we know, neither branching nor collision-energy-
dependent rate coefficients have been determined for weakly

bound dimer ions. Although �NO�2
+ has no direct importance

to the Earth’s atmosphere, its study can provide insight on
the behavior of the rate and on the influence of this bond
type on the DR reaction.

The NO-dimer cation has been characterized experimen-
tally using various spectroscopic methods such as matrix
spectroscopy7,8 and more recently using zero electron kinetic
energy �ZEKE� spectroscopy.9 This ion has posed theoreti-
cians many problems both in explaining the spectroscopic
results as well as in establishing the theoretical tools for pre-
dicting the correct binding properties.9–11 The trans �ON–
NO� configuration is the minimum-energy configuration; the
cis �ONNO� configuration is nearly isoenergetic. A cyclic
�.ONON.� structure is positioned about 0.2 eV above the
ground state.12 This cyclic configuration is invoked in ex-
plaining some vibrational frequencies observed using matrix
spectroscopy. The N–N bond strength that binds the NO moi-
eties has been determined to be around 0.6 eV.13–15 The vi-
brational frequency of the NO moiety in the dimer ion is
larger than that of NO and smaller than that of NO+, indicat-
ing that in the dimer ion the effective charge is 0.5 on each
NO moiety.13 The N–N equilibrium distance in the dimera�Electronic mail: annemieke@petrignani.nl
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ions is calculated to be 2.22 Å �cis� and 2.24 Å �trans�, il-
lustrative of the relatively weak bond.10 Although we do not
have explicit information on the configurations from our ion
source, we believe that the dimer ions are predominantly
produced in the cis and trans configurations.

At 0 eV collision energy, Ec, and for electronic and vi-
brational ground-state ions, the DR of �NO�2

+ may result in
the following chemical fragmentation processes and corre-
sponding kinetic-energy releases �KERs�:

�NO�2
+ + e−�Ec = 0� → N2 + O2 + 10.54 eV �1a�

→NO + NO + 8.66 eV �1b�

→N2O + O + 7.07 eV �1c�

→N2 + O + O + 5.43 eV �1d�

→NO2 + N + 5.25 eV �1e�

→NO + O + N + 2.17 eV �1f�

→O2 + N + N + 0.78 eV. �1g�

The KER values given in Eqs. �1a�–�1g� are valid when
all product fragments are created in their electronic and vi-
brational ground states. Internal excitation of the fragments
increases the number of dissociation pathways. Equation �1f�
would, for example, split into the following “physical”
branching channels:

�NO�2
+ + e−�Ec = 0�

→ NO + O�3P� + N�4S� + 2.17 eV �2a�

→NO + O*�1D� + N�4S� + 0.21 eV �2b�

→NO*��,J� + O�3P� + N�4S� + �2.17 − E�,J� eV �2c�

→NO + O�3P� + N*�2D� − 0.21 eV. �2d�

The stars indicate the internal excitation of the specific
fragment. The KER values given in Eqs. �2a�, �2b�, and �2d�
are valid for 0-eV collisions and for the parent ion as well as
the NO product fragment in their rovibrational ground state.
Equation �2c� groups together a number of energetically pos-
sible channels, expressed as NO*�� ,J�, where E�,J is the ex-
citation energy of the respective states with respect to the
rovibronic ground state of NO. Equation �2d� is not energeti-
cally possible at 0-eV collisions unless aided by 0.21 eV of
internal excitation in the �NO�2

+ parent ion. We note that this
energetically inaccessible dissociation towards O�3P�
+N*�2D� is, in fact, the dominant dissociation pathway in the
DR of the monomer NO+. We also note that dissociation
towards O*�1D�+N�4S�, which is energetically and spin al-
lowed in the dimer ion, is not observed in the DR of the
monomer ion in accord with the conservation of electron
spin during the DR reaction.16

Figure 1�a� summarizes the reactions �1a�–�1g�. The
three-body-reaction channels are given on the left-hand side
and the two-body-reaction channels on the right-hand side.
The binding energy of the neutral dimer �0.09 eV� is much
smaller than that of the ionized dimer �0.6 eV�. Figure 1�b�
shows the geometry associated with the ground-state trans
configuration of the NO-dimer ion. For illustration purposes,
the outcome of a dissociation process involving recoil along
one of the NO bonds is indicated; the result being energetic
O and N fragments and a smaller kinetic energy of the NO
product.

The present research aims at investigating the underlying
mechanisms responsible for the enhanced thermal DR rates
for dimer ions and studies the degree of similarity between
the DR of �NO�2

+ and the DR of its monomer. We present
data on the energy dependence in the efficiency of the DR
process as well as new data on the chemical branching, iden-
tifying the product fragments, and on the physical branching,
qualitatively identifying the internal state and the kinetic en-
ergy of the nascent products. In addition, the energy-
dependent cross section of the dissociative excitation �DE� of

FIG. 1. �a� Level diagram concerning the DR of the NO-dimer cation. The three-body breakup is displayed on the left and the two-body breakup on the right.
The dashed vertical arrows denote the ionization energy of the dimer and monomer molecule. The two negative values are the binding energies of the dimer
neutral and ion. �b� Geometric structure of the trans isomer of �NO�2

+. The circled labels are the particles involved in the DR reaction branching towards the
NO+O+N channel. The positive charge in the parent ion is equally divided over the NO moieties. The solid arrows illustrate the momentum vectors of the
product fragments when no rearrangements occur upon dissociation into NO+O+N.
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�NO�2
+ into NO+NO+ is presented as well. The results from

the DR study are compared with those found for other
weakly and strongly bound dimer ions.

II. EXPERIMENT

The present studies have been carried out at the heavy-
ion storage ring CRYRING at the Manne Siegbahn Labora-
tory, Stockholm. The experimental procedures for measuring
cross sections, chemical fragmentation,17,18 and physical
fragmentation16 have been presented in detail in literature
and are therefore only briefly described here. The �NO�2

+ ions
were produced from pure NO vapor in a high-pressure hol-
low cathode ion source �JIMIS�.19 An ion current of about
0.5 nA was obtained and stored. After extraction from the
source, the �NO�2

+ ions were mass selected and injected into
the ring at a platform energy of 40 keV, where they were
further accelerated to the maximum energy of 1.6 MeV in
about 1 s. The ions were then allowed to coast in the ring for
8 s. In one of the straight sections of the ring, the so-called
electron cooler, an electron beam was merged with the ion
beam for ion-electron reactions to occur. The electron cooler
has a length of 0.85 m and the total circumference of the
storage ring is 51.6 m. The ion beam passes the electron
beam many times during its storage. The relevant reactions
occurring in the electron cooler are the DR and, if energeti-
cally possible, the DE reactions. The DE of �NO�2

+ into
NO+NO+ is the first DE channel that becomes energetically
possible and this reaction requires an additional energy of
0.6 eV �see Fig. 1�a��. Reactions such as resonant ion-pair
formation20 and dissociative ionization19 may also occur
when additional energy is available; however, these reactions
produce only charged fragments. Superelastic collisions may
occur at all times and internally relax the ions.21 The DR
reaction produces only neutral fragments, while the DE re-
action produces both neutral and positively charged frag-
ments. Collisions between the ions and rest-gas molecules
occur throughout the ring and, just as for DR and DE, pro-
duce �partly� neutral product fragments. The collisions oc-
curring in the entire straight section enclosing the electron
cooler give rise to a background signal in the DR and DE
studies. The neutral product fragments from any of the reac-
tions in the straight section are unaffected by the dipole mag-
net and will continue in a straight line towards a zero-degree
arm containing our detection systems, while the remaining
ions continue to coast inside the ring. The detection tech-
niques used are described below. It is noted that in the two
outermost regions of the electron cooler, the electron beam is
not parallel to the ion beam due to the merging and demerg-
ing processes. These so-called toroidal regions have to be
accounted for. The toroidal correction has been included both
in the data analysis and in the parametrization of the disso-
ciation dynamics.16,22 The electron space-charge effect,
which is due to the trapping of positive ions in the space
charge of the electron beam, has also been taken into account
to extract the energy-dependent cross sections.23

A. Cross-section measurements

For cross-section measurements, an energy-sensitive sili-
con semiconductor detector, a so-called surface barrier detec-
tor �SBD�, is used to measure the count rate of the reaction
of interest. The SBD used was mounted at a distance of ca.
4 m from the center of the electron cooler and has an active
area with a diameter of 34 mm. At MeV energies, the SBD
gives an output signal that is proportional to the kinetic en-
ergy of the incoming neutral fragments. It cannot detect the
fragments per dissociation event separately; the time-of-
arrival difference of a few nanoseconds between the frag-
ments at MeV energy is shorter than the detector’s integra-
tion time. DR events therefore always give rise to an output-
signal height that is characteristic of the full beam energy.

Thus in studying the DR cross section, the count rate of
signals corresponding to the total beam energy is measured.
In the case of �NO�2

+ this means that the rate of events with a
total mass of 60 amu is measured. In studying the DE cross
section of �NO�2

+ into NO+NO+, the count rate of signals
corresponding to half the total beam energy, i.e., the rate of
events with a total mass of 30 amu, is measured. Background
collisions may give rise to signals of both half and total beam
energies.24 These contributions can be determined whenever
the DR or the DE signal is absent.

The DR and DE signals have been measured while
ramping the collision energy between 0–1 and 0–4 eV, re-
spectively. Both measurements used acceleration and decel-
eration of the electrons to ensure that a collision energy of
0 eV is achieved. It is noted that for heavy ions like the
present ion, the experiment at CRYRING has to employ low-
energy electron beams. The electron gun cathode was set to a
mere 16 eV in order to attain 0 eV collision energy and dur-
ing the ramps it varied between 9–25 and 9–36 eV for the
DR and DE measurements, respectively. From injection until
the starts of the measurements the electrons were set to a
nominal 0 eV collision energy to ensure cooling �the energy
resolution is 2 meV near 0 eV and worsens at higher colli-
sion energies�. The measurements were started after 5 s stor-
age time and lasted for 1.5 s. The background contribution
was determined with the electron beam turned off in the DR
measurement and through the mass-30 signal at collision en-
ergies below the DE threshold energy in the DE measure-
ment.

B. Chemical branching at 0 eV

To measure the chemical fragmentation for the different
channels of the DR process �see Eqs. �1a�–�1g��, a metal grid
with a transmission T=0.297±0.015 was inserted in front of
the SBD.17 This grid is thick enough to stop any of the neu-
tral fragments that do not pass through the holes. Thus the
probability for a neutral fragment to pass through the grid is
T, and the probability for the fragment to be stopped is �1
−T�. Since each neutral fragment carries a fraction of the
total beam energy proportional to its mass and may pass
while other fragment�s� are stopped, the total DR signal is
split into a series of peaks corresponding to beam-energy
fractions determined by mass ratios. For example, the prod-
uct channel NO+NO has a chance of T2 for both products to
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pass, resulting in a peak at full energy weighed by this prob-
ability. There is also twice the chance that one NO will pass
while the other NO is stopped, i.e., 2T�1−T�, both resulting
in a peak at half beam energy weighed by their respective
probability. Each product channel can be treated similarly,
resulting in a set of linear equations that relate the number of
counts in the different energy-fraction peaks to the fragmen-
tation number in the different product channels,

I = MF ,

where I is the vector containing the eight background-
corrected intensities of the energy-fraction peaks related to
the transmitted fragment masses 60 �2N+2O�, 46 �N+2O�,
44 �2N+O�, 32 �2O�, 30 �N+O�, 28 �2N�, 16 �O�, and 14
�N�; F is the vector containing the seven branching intensi-
ties, F1i, with i=a−g referring to Eqs. �1a�–�1g�; and M is an
8�7 matrix containing products of Tn�1−T�m, as described
above. The branching fractions are obtained after normaliza-
tion of the branching intensities to the total number of dis-
sociations recorded.

We measured the �NO�2
+ fragment-energy spectra at

5–8 s after injection, while keeping the collision energy at a
nominal 0 eV. The background contribution was determined
with the electron beam turned off.

C. Physical branching at 0 eV

To measure the physical fragmentation of the DR pro-
cess, the SBD was removed so that the neutral fragments
could reach the imaging system further down the zero-degree
arm. The imaging detection system consisted of three micro-
channel plates and a phosphor plate, located 6.3 m from the
center of the electron cooler, followed by an optical system
and a charge-coupled device �CCD� camera. This detection
system was set up identical to the dynamics study in the DR
of diatomic ions.16 For each event, the positions of all hits on
the detector were recorded, irrespective of the number of
particles. The identities and the difference in the time of
arrival of the particles were not measured. Particle identifi-
cation has been employed for measurements of the three-
body breakup in polyatomic ions where two of the product
fragments are considerably lighter than the heavier
fragment.25 We measured the �NO�2

+-imaging spectra at
5–7 s after injection, while keeping the collision energy at a
nominal 0 eV. In the data analysis, we focused on all re-
corded three-particle events. We note that four particles are
also recorded. As four-body fragmentation is highly unlikely
in our experiment, we attribute the fourth spurious particle to
noise interpreted as a particle in the detection scheme. The
ratio of three-to-four particle events was about 20 to 1. We
therefore estimate that a maximum of 5% of the observed
three-particle events may be the consequence of similar
events with two recorded particles and a noise hit. We did
not investigate the two-particle events; this sample contains
many three-particle events in which one fragment remains
undetected. As the detectors do not have a 100% detection
efficiency, the two-body channel analysis is impossible at

present. Finally, the background contribution from the rest-
gas collisions was determined with the electron beam turned
off.

III. RESULTS

In the following we will first present the cross-section
determinations involving DR and DE of the NO-dimer ion,
followed by the chemical and then the physical branching.

A. Absolute DR and DE cross sections

The DR cross section has been measured for collision
energies up to 1.4 eV and is shown in Fig. 2�a� together with
the DR cross section of the NO+ monomer.26 The absolute
�NO�2

+ cross section is almost 10−11 cm2 near 1 meV, which
is indeed large compared to the value for the monomer ion.
However, the cross sections of the dimer and the monomer
are comparable near 0.2 eV. Apparently the unusually large
DR rate is limited to collision energies below 200 meV. The
enhanced DR rate at very small energies suffices to arrive at
a high thermal rate. Using the data in Fig. 2�a�, we derive a
thermal rate of 1.5�10−6 cm3 s−1 at 300 K, which is indeed
a factor of 4 higher than the thermal rate of the monomer.
Since the threshold behavior of DR predicts a cross section
���v� /v, with � � the averaging over the relative velocity dis-
tribution� scaling as 1/Ec at low collision energies, we also
present the data in the form of a reduced cross section, which
is the energy-dependent cross section multiplied with the col-
lision energy. Figure 2�b� shows this reduced DR cross sec-
tion on a linear scale, both in energy and in reduced cross
section. A constant value would imply a 1/Ec behavior of the
cross section. However, as can be observed, the energy de-

FIG. 2. �a� The DR and DE cross sections of �NO�2
+ together with the DR

cross section of NO+ measured by Vejby-Christensen et al. �Ref. 26�. The
DR cross section of the dimer shows a steeper decrease upon increasing
collision energy than that of the monomer. This results in the DR cross
section of the dimer becoming comparable to that of the monomer around
0.2 eV. The DE cross section of the dimer is observable as soon as the
energy is high enough for the N–N bond to break. The DE rate is compa-
rable to the DR rate at the same energies. �b� The reduced DR cross section,
Ec�DR, of �NO�2

+ and NO+/. Note that both axes are on a linear scale. The
cross section of the monomer shows an energy dependence that is roughly
1/Ec, whereas that of the dimer shows a much faster decrease upon increas-
ing collision energy.
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pendence in the cross section of the dimer is much steeper
than 1/Ec. After accounting for the 2 meV collision-energy
resolution in our experiment, the dependence is determined
to be �DR�Ec

−1.4. In Fig. 2�b�, the beginning of an increase
around 1 eV can be observed, which may be related to a
secondary maximum in the cross section. Figure 2�a� shows
that at this maximum the cross section approaches values
that are again consistent with the ��Ec

−1.4 behavior, whereas
the intermediate values have a lower cross section. This be-
havior is similar to that observed in the DR cross section of
the NO monomer �see Fig. 2�a��, where a secondary maxi-
mum is observed around 5 eV. Finally, Fig. 2�a� also shows
the DE cross section of ONNO+→NO++NO. The DE signal
is observed as soon as the collision energy is high enough to
break the N–N bond �0.6 eV�. The DE curve is consistent
with the fact that the �NO�2

+ is not hot or contains metastable
isomers with small binding energies. The intensity and the
trend of the DE cross section are comparable to that of the
DR cross section at the same energies. In fact, the NO mono-
mer and the NO dimer share a feature which may be coinci-
dental. In the monomer, one finds an increase in the DR rate
around 13 eV, where also the DE rate has its first onset �see
Fig. 6 in Ref. 26�. The increase for the dimer ion below 1 eV
also coincides with the onset of the DE signal, in accord with
the idea that both DE and DR often proceed through the
same capture states.

B. Chemical fragmentation of the NO-dimer cation

The measured fragment-energy spectrum of the DR sig-
nal at 0-eV collisions is shown in Fig. 3�a�. The background
contribution was measured with the electrons turned off and
subtracted from the total signal after normalization. The DR
spectrum shows four broad peaks containing DR events, of
which 1, 2, 3, or 4 of the atoms passed through the grid.
These broad peaks actually consist of more than one mass

contribution. For example, the first peak corresponds to a
combination of masses 14 �N� and 16 �O�, respectively,
while the second peak corresponds to some fragment combi-
nation of masses 28 �N2 or N+N�, 30 �NO or N+O�, and 32
�O2 or O+O�. A separate experiment was carried out where
NO+ was stored in the ring at the same kinetic energy per
amu, as used in the �NO�2

+ experiment. The purpose of this
experiment was to determine the shape and width of the peak
resulting from mass-30 fragments to determine its contribu-
tion in the �NO�2

+ energy spectrum. The observed NO+ en-
ergy distribution is shown in Fig. 3�b�, where the second
peak corresponds to mass 30 only. A detailed comparison
between the spectra in Figs. 3�a� and 3�b� shows that the
second peak in Fig. 3�a� can almost fully �to 95%� be ex-
plained by a combination of NO and N+O fragments. This
indicates that the fragment contribution of masses 28 and 32
�N2, N+N, O2, and O+O� to the second peak is small, and
the branching fractions for Eqs. �1a�, �1d�, and �1g� are low.
The energy spectrum shown in Fig. 3�a� was fitted with a set
of model distributions for the different masses. The model
distributions for masses 28, 30, and 32 were assumed to have
the same shape and width as observed for NO in Fig. 3�b�.
The contributions of the other masses were described by
Gaussian distributions with the width treated as a fitting pa-
rameter and the restriction that the overlapping Gaussians
have equal widths.

The number of counts in each mass contribution is used
to determine the chemical branching fractions �see Sec. II B�.
The results obtained after solving the matrix equation and
after normalization are summarized in Table I. The three-
body breakup into NO+O+N dominates the chemical frag-
mentation with 69%. The two-body breakup into NO+NO is
the second largest fragmentation channel. The other frag-
mentation channels are small or not significantly present.

C. Physical fragmentation of the NO-dimer
cation

Using the fragment imaging system, we analyzed only
the three-particle events, which are dominated by the NO
+O+N channel, complemented with a small probability of
N2+O+O, O2+N+N, and a small fraction of false events
�see Sec. II C�. All three-particle events, after background
subtraction from rest-gas collisions, were assumed to come
from NO+O+N dissociations. For each event the fragment
positions were recorded, which determine two of the three

FIG. 3. �a� The energy spectrum of neutral fragments formed in the DR of
�NO�2

+ detected with a grid in front of the surface barrier detector. The
experimental data ���, the total fit to the experimental data �solid curve�, and
the transmitted fragment compositions resulting in the different peaks
�dashed curves� are indicated. �b� The energy spectrum observed when NO+/
was stored in the ring at the same beam energy per amu, as used in the
�NO�2

+-cluster experiment.

TABLE I. The chemical branching fractions for the DR of �NO�2
+ at a

collision energy of 0 eV. The values are given with 95% confidence inter-
vals.

Channel Product fragments Chemical branching fraction

1a N2+O2 0.00±0.04
1b NO+NO 0.23±0.02
1c N2O+O 0.00±0.04
1d N2+O+O 0.02±0.03
1e NO2+N 0.03±0.01
1f NO+O+N 0.69±0.01
1g O2+N+N 0.03±0.02
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components of the fragment velocities originating from the
kinetic energy released in the reaction. Each event on our
detector provides the parameters shown in Fig. 4. The micro-
channel plate detector cannot establish the fragment identi-
ties. The center of mass �c.m.� is therefore undetermined and
we use the center of geometry �CG� instead. As we record
projected values, we cannot deduce the physical branching
for each event but have to draw conclusions based on the
observed distributions. For an unambiguous determination of

the physical branching the KER associated with each event
has to be known. To this end, the so-called total displacement
�TD� is determined, which relates the observed positions and
interfragment distances on the detector to the total “pro-
jected” KER per event. TD distributions are used to extract
the branching fractions. For the DR of �NO�2

+ the TD is ex-
pressed as

TD = �2�dCG−Ps

2 MNO/M15 + dCG−Pm

2 + dCG−Pl

2 � . �3�

Here, MNO and M15 stand for the masses of NO and
O/N, respectively. The distances, dCG−Ps

, dCG−Pm
, and dCG−Pl

indicate the shortest, intermediate, and longest distances
from the CG, respectively. The TD converges to an interfrag-
ment distance as in a diatomic dissociation when the particle
Ps receives no kinetic energy.27 As can be seen, the determi-
nation of the TD values does require an identification of the
fragments. The TD is therefore based on the assumption that
the NO fragment is closest to the CG, whereas the remaining
fragments were assumed to be identical fragments of mass
15 instead of 16 �O� and 14 �N�. We can check the conse-
quence of the incorrect identifications of fragments in the
data analysis with the Monte Carlo simulations.

1. Analysis of the dissociation dynamics

In the following, we present our observations through
the parameters illustrated in Fig. 4. In the next section, the
observed spectra are recreated with a parametrization of the
dissociation process. Figures 5�a�–5�d� show the parameter
distributions using the measured events. Figure 5�a� shows
the TD distribution, as determined with Eq. �3�. For refer-

FIG. 4. An example of the positions of the hits on the imaging detector in a
three-particle event is shown together with the imaginary triangle that can be
drawn through these coordinates. The hits, labeled P1, P2, and P3, do not
identify the fragments. The center of geometry �CG� is therefore calculated
instead of the center of mass �c.m.�. The positions of the particles in the CG
frame relate to the kinetic-energy fraction of each fragment. In the analysis
of all three-particle events, the following parameters are calculated and in-
vestigated: the CG, the three projected interfragment distances �di, dj, and
dk�, and the three projected interfragment angles ���, ��, and ���. All pa-
rameters are sorted by size per event in order to investigate the parameters
and their ratios on an event-by-event basis.

FIG. 5. The parameter distributions as determined from the measured data. �a� The TD distribution ��� together with a reference spectrum of NO+-monomer
ions dissociating with a KER of 2.17 eV �dashed curve� similar to the ground-state dissociation of the dimer ion �see Eq. �2a��. The TD distribution is based
on the assumption that the NO fragment is nearest to the CG. The TD selection �solid curve� corresponds to events of NO��=0� dissociating near parallel to
the detector plane. �b� The total interfragment distance distribution ��� and its underlying distributions, where for each event the distances, di with i=s, m, and
l, are sorted on smallest ���, intermediate ���, and longest �·� distances, respectively. The solid curves are the sorted distance distributions associated with
events from the TD selection and are scaled by a factor of 3. �c� The distributions of the ratios between the sorted distances, ds /dm ���, dm /dl �·�, and ds /dl

���. The ratios are defined to range between 0 and 1. The solid curves are the sorted distance ratios associated with events from the TD selection and are
scaled by a factor of 6. �d� The angular distributions sorted by size, �s ���, �m ���, and �l �·� for each event. The solid curves are the sorted angular
distributions associated with events from the TD selection and are scaled by a factor of 5.
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ence purposes, an example distance distribution of a dissoci-
ating NO monomer is included, assuming similar storage-
ring conditions �beam velocity and travel distance� and a
KER value of 2.17 eV. If the NO fragment from the dimer
ion would receive neither kinetic nor internal energy, the TD
distribution of the NO+O+N limit would be exactly this
distribution �see Eqs. �2a� and �3��. Our TD distribution is
clearly different with many more events at small TD values.
However, the agreement of the position of the NO-monomer
distribution with the shoulder of the TD distribution must be
noted. Apparently, upon the DR of the dimer ion, the avail-
able energy is released preferentially in kinetic energy. We
will first deduce the shape of the TD distribution for a single
KER value and then we will reproduce the broad TD distri-
bution using internal excitation of the NO fragment. Figure
5�b� shows all the observed interfragment distance distribu-
tions derived from the three-particle events �as shown in Fig.
4�. The total distribution is shown together with the underly-
ing distributions with the three distances sorted on length for
each event. The long-distance �dl� distribution extends to
large distances. The maxima in the short- �ds� and the
intermediate- �dm� distance distributions are relatively close.
Figure 5�c� shows the ratios between these interfragment dis-
tances determined on an event-by-event basis. Both the dm /dl

and ds /dl distributions show a strong maximum at 0.5; the
largest distance is often twice as large as the smaller ones.
The above observations are consistent with NO receiving a
small fraction of the KER while remaining in the middle.
Figure 5�c� shows a broad ds /dm distribution with a weak
maximum around 0.87. The maximum agrees with a conser-
vation of linear momentum between the oxygen and nitrogen
atoms. The breadth of this distribution suggests that the dis-
sociation mechanisms often result in a disproportionate
kinetic-energy distribution over the O and N atoms, as a
consequence of the presence of the NO fragment. Figure 5�d�
shows the distributions over the observed interfragment
angles in the detection plane �as shown in Fig. 4�. Again, the
angles are sorted by size for each event. The angular distri-
butions show a preference for the large �l angles near 180°
and a preference for the intermediate �m and small �s angles
near 0°. Also this is consistent with a dissociation model in
which one fragment, probably the NO fragment, is closest to
the CG, receiving little kinetic energy in the dissociation
process.

In Fig. 5 we discussed all events. We will now check the
first impressions on the dissociation process derived from
these data by selecting events with specific TD values.
Events with TD values larger than 19 mm comprise events
with large KER values that dissociate near parallel to the
detector plane. Selecting only these events produces the pa-
rameter distributions that are displayed as solid curves in
Fig. 5. Note, that the dl-distance distribution no longer has an
overlap with the smaller distances, further supporting near-
linear dissociation with the heavier NO in the middle. The
angular distributions peak even more at very small or 180°
interfragment angles. A next step was to divide the TD dis-
tribution in slices with different TD values to investigate the
contribution of internally excited states. For each slice with a
smaller TD value, a contribution of events with smaller KER

values is added. The TD division showed that upon decreas-
ing the TD, all ds, dm, and dl distances decrease approxi-
mately proportionally and the associated distance-ratio and
angular distributions remained relatively the same. Appar-
ently, the dissociation dynamics leading to vibrationally ex-
cited NO fragments are similar to the dynamics leading to
the ground state.

2. Parametrization of the dissociation dynamics

In the following we present the parametrization of the
dissociation dynamics using a Monte Carlo simulation pro-
cedure. The aim was to minimize the differences between
simulated and observed data with a minimum set of free
parameters. This parametrization is not a dissociation model
in the sense that intramolecular properties of the potential-
energy surfaces of the dimer are invoked. The procedure is
very similar to the one used for imaging studies on XH2

+ ions
in Stockholm.28,29 The simulation introduces the storage-ring
experiment taking the length of the interaction region, travel
distance, beam velocity, and the toroidal effect into account.
In a Monte Carlo procedure dissociations are generated and
distributed randomly over the interaction region with random
orientations with respect to the beam axis. For each realiza-
tion, the total kinetic energy available, 	, is an input. The
first free parameter is the angle, 
, formed by the asymptotic
momenta of the O and N fragments with respect to the c.m.
The smaller this angle, the larger the recoil of the heavy NO
fragment. The second parameter divides the remaining ki-
netic energy over the two light fragments and is specified by
the parameter �, which is defined as �=�2

2 /�1
2, such that 0

���1 with �1 and �2 the velocity vectors of the two light O
and N atoms. These atoms were treated as identical particles
of mass 15. Using distributions over the two free parameters,

 and �, the positions of the fragments on the detector were
calculated for each event �see Fig. 4�. The simulation proce-
dure allows a direct comparison with the observed spectra as
the Monte Carlo procedure does take into account the misi-
dentification of fragments. For example, the simulated TD
distribution was determined based on the assumption that the
NO fragment is the one closest to the CG. This proved to be
the case in 80%–95% of all events in our dissociation param-
etrization.

The selection comprising of events with the largest TD
values �19 mm�, as shown in Fig. 5 �solid curves�, was
parametrized first. Subsequently, dissociation events giving
internally excited NO product states were included, taking
the observation into account that the dissociation dynamics
leading to excited NO fragments are very similar to that lead-
ing to the ground state. The total kinetic energy in the simu-
lation was decreased in steps of 250 meV, which is approxi-
mately the vibrational spacing in the NO moiety. This
simulated the production of NO fragments with internal en-
ergy. Figure 6 shows how in our best simulation all experi-
mental data are reproduced. The presented simulation in-
cludes events ranging from maximum kinetic energy and no
internal energy to no kinetic energy and maximum internal
energy. For illustration, we show the contribution of NO��
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=0�+N+O. Note that the distribution is strikingly identical
to the reference NO-monomer distribution, which stands for
two-particle dissociation dynamics.

The simulation reproducing optimally all observations
resulted in the following conclusions. The dissociation dy-
namics does not depend on the NO internal energy. Further-
more, the angle, 
, peaks near 180°. To get a feeling for the
convoluting effect of our detector, Fig. 7 shows the cosine
distribution of 
 together with that of the associated largest
interfragment angles on the detector, �l. Additionally, we
found it necessary to correlate the distribution of cos�
� with
that of �. When 
 is close to 180°, �=1. At smaller values of
�, we allow for a broader range in values of cos�
�. For
example, a flat distribution in cos�
� for 
=130° –180°
seems best in the case of �=0.3. To summarize, we conclude
that our data set is well described with dissociation events
with the following properties. In linear dissociation events,

conservation of linear momentum between O and N is ob-
served, as if the NO is a spectator. With increasing kinetic
energy of the NO fragments �smaller values of 
�, the mo-
menta of the O and N fragments are no longer correlated. It
is tempting to conclude that the enhanced kinetic energy of
the NO fragments is partially due to intramolecular elastic
scattering process of one of the O/N fragments leaving ini-
tially with rather high recoil. Our findings agree with a pic-
ture in which the dissociation dynamics starts within one of
the NO monomers.

Two questions are of interest at this point. First, do the
derived dissociation dynamics imply large or small momen-
tum correlations between the fragments? To answer this, we
plot the parametrized dissociation behavior in a so-called
Dalitz plot,30 which has been used in various DR dissociation
studies lately.31,32 This plot makes optimal use of the conse-
quences of the momentum and energy conservation laws in
the case of three-particle fragmentation. For a fixed KER, the
dissociating systems can be described using only two coor-
dinates, which are linear combinations of the energies of the
fragments. These Dalitz coordinates are as follows:

Q1 =
�M/mNO�E2 − E1�

3KER
, �4a�

Q2 =
�1 + mNO/m15�ENO − E2 − E1

3KER
, �4b�

where mNO and m15 are the masses of NO and the assumed
identical O and N fragments, respectively; M is the total
mass; and ENO, E2, and E1 are the kinetic energies of the NO
and the identical O and N particles of mass 15, respectively.
The strengths of the Dalitz plot are the following. The plot is
uniform when the momenta of the particles are fully uncor-
related only obeying momentum conservation. Further, each
position in the plot reflects a specific asymptotic dissociation
geometry �see Fig. 2 in Ref. 31�. Figure 8 presents two Dal-
itz plots. Figure 8�a� reflects the parametrized dissociation
events. Clearly, a very small part of the allowed area is oc-

FIG. 6. The simulation �solid curves� that best fitted the
measured data �stars�. �a� The TD distributions together
with the simulated contribution from the NO��=0�+O
+N fragmentation limit �see Eq. �2a�� and a reference
spectrum of NO+-monomer ions dissociating with
2.17 eV kinetic-energy release. The arrow points at a
possible indication of the opening of the NO��=0�
+O*�1D�+N limit �see Eq. �2b��. �b� The total and un-
derlying s-, m-, and l-distance distributions. The arrow
points at the ds signal associated with the bump ob-
served in the measured TD distribution. �c� The sorted
distance ratios ds /dm, dm /dl, and ds /dl distributions. �d�
The sorted �s, �m, and �l angular distributions.

FIG. 7. The total cos�
� �solid curve� and associated cos��l� �dashed curve�
distributions as used in the simulation shown in Fig. 6. The �l angles are the
��O–NO–N� angles as would be measured on the detector, assuming NO
is closest to the CG. The 
 angles are between 130° and 180° and the �l

angles are between 60° and 180°.
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cupied pointing at highly correlated dissociation dynamics
with an enhanced probability of linear dissociation leaving
the NO fragments little kinetic energy. It is of interest to note
that the parameters chosen to parametrize the dissociation
dynamics, 
 and �, do not generate a flat Dalitz plot when
chosen randomly and uncorrelated. Figure 8�b� contains pa-
rameter plots in the case of random numbers for the two
parameters. Although much more flat than found in our ex-
periment, the resulting plot still reveals a nonflat phase
space. The enhancement of probability at near-zero dissocia-
tion angles is a consequence of our choice to parametrize the
angle of the light fragments with respect to the c.m. The
second question is whether the measured data set excludes
other parametrizations of the dissociation dynamics. Al-
though a quantitative answer to this question is difficult, al-
ready removing the correlation between the parameters in a
simulation reduces the agreement with the different param-
eter plots shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Nature is benignant in this
case as the high degree of correlation with in general a small
fraction of the energy going to the NO fragment facilitates
the correct interpretation of the observed events.

The simulations provide the product-state distribution of
NO���, since the energies needed to excite the light frag-
ments, O and N, are much larger. We have estimated the
error in the branching fractions from simulations with vary-
ing distributions of 
 and � that still describe the measured
data reasonably well. The obtained product-state distribution
shown in Fig. 9 is the mean internal-state density determined
from each fit to the TD distribution with the error being the
standard deviation. Contrary to the above analysis, the total
kinetic energy in these simulations was set to decrease in
steps of roughly two vibrational quanta �500 meV�. The
smaller ���=1� step gave rise to some erratic changes in the
neighboring state contributions, while the larger bin turned
out to be quite stable. Figure 9 shows that the NO��=0� limit
is dominant. Additionally shown is the Franck-Condon over-
lap that we determined between the NO moiety of a NO

dimer ion and a free NO. These Franck-Condon factors are
scaled to the simulated NO��=0� product-state fraction and
take the summation over adjacent vibrational levels into ac-
count. The Franck-Condon overlap predicts the minimum
changes that are expected when a passive NO fragment goes
from a bound NO moiety to a free NO in a sudden process.
Although this figure shows discrepancies, the model may be
correct still. We note that the total fragment internal energy,
vibration plus rotation in the simulation, is compared to the
vibrational energy spacing via the Franck-Condon factors. If
a fraction of the excess energy ends up in rotational energy,
the product vibrational distribution would agree more with
the Franck-Condon factor prediction.

Finally, we want to point out a few minor points. In Fig.

FIG. 8. Dalitz plots for a fixed total energy E in the DR of �NO�2
+. For all events, Q1 and Q2 as shown in Eqs. �4a� and �4b� are calculated. Conservation of

momentum restricts all events to a circle. For Q1=0 and Q2=−0.4 the events describe linear dissociation, O–NO–N. For Q1=0 and Q2= +0.4 the events
describe dissociation in which the O and N fragments recoil in the same direction. In the case of uncorrelated dynamics or flat phase space, the resulting plot
is flat, whereas correlation results in structure in the plot. �a� The Dalitz plot associated with the simulation shown in Fig. 6. A fixed KER value was chosen,
since the dissociation dynamics for all internal energies of the NO fragment proved to be similar. The plot reveals significant correlation. �b� The Dalitz plot
associated with the parametrization in which the 
 and � distributions are random and uncorrelated. This is close, but not equal, to completely uncorrelated
dynamics.

FIG. 9. The internal-energy distribution as follows from simulations with
slightly differing parameter sets of 
 and � and with internal-energy incre-
ments of 500 meV, equivalent to two vibrational quanta �solid curve�. The
production of �=0 and �=1+2 shows resemblance with the Franck-Condon
overlap between the NO moiety in a �NO�2

+ ion and a free NO, which
accounts for the addition of two adjacent vibrational levels �dashed curve�.
The values used were �e�NO�=1904 cm−1, re�NO�=1.15 Å for the free NO
�Ref. 36� and �e�NO1/2+�=2110 cm−1, re�NO1/2+�=1.11 Å for the NO moi-
ety of the NO dimer ion �see Ref. 10�.
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6�a�, there is a small signal at TD values above 22 mm,
which is too high to be accounted for by a KER of 2.17 eV.
The analysis of these events yields random dissociation dy-
namics without much correlation. This signal might be due to
the small contribution of N2+O+O fragmentation, which
can have a much higher KER, or to false three-body events.
The O2+N+N fragmentation channel can only contribute to
TD values of around 13 mm or lower. Furthermore, a small
bump near TD values of 4–5 mm �arrow� is located around
the position where the physical branching channel, NO+N
+O*�1D�, is to be expected if present. The same events give
the extra signal in the measured ds distances indicated with
an arrow �Fig. 6�b�� that cannot be accounted for by the
simulation when assuming similar dynamics as for the other
branching channels.

IV. DISCUSSION

We have studied the energy-dependent cross section, the
chemical fragmentation pathways, and the fragmentation dy-
namics of the NO-dimer cation. Two scientific questions in-
terested us prior to the experiment. The first interest was to
look into the surprisingly large thermal rates observed in
weakly bound dimer ions.4,6 The second interest was to find
out whether the dissociation of the dimer ion could be ap-
proximated as the DR of NO.NO+, where the NO+ would
dissociate and the NO moiety would act as a spectator.

The thermal rate coefficients of dimer ions are surpris-
ingly high. The �NO�2

+ thermal rate coefficient determined
from our data is around 1.5�10−6 cm−3, in agreement with
the thermal rate of 1.7�10−6 cm−3 determined by Weller and
Biondi.33 This rate is roughly a factor of 4 higher than that of
the monomer, which is about 4�10−7 cm−3 at 300 K.26 The
thermal rates of O2

+ and O2.O2
+ even differ with a factor of

20.4 The high efficiency of the DR reaction in dimer ions is
referred to as super-DR. A mechanism for this super-DR pro-
posed by Bates5,6 points at the consequence of potential-
energy curves that cross with relatively small slopes. This
increases the Franck-Condon overlap locally but not neces-
sarily at low collision energy only. Our measurement gives a
cross-section dependence of �DR�Ec

−1.4, which is steeper
than for the monomer ion. As a consequence, the cross sec-
tion of the dimer becomes comparable to that of the mono-
mer already at 0.2 eV. A strong energy dependence is also
observed in the DR of the proton-bridged D5O2

+ cluster ion.34

Comparing the latter cross section to that of the DR of H2O+

reported by Jensen et al.35 reveals a similar behavior; the
cross sections are similar at 0.2 eV, while near 0 eV they
differ by a factor of 10. As far as we know, no cross sections
of other weakly bound dimer ions have been measured as a
function of collision energy. The present observations may
point at the importance of a high density of low-energy rovi-
brational states in the recombining system, promoting the
capture efficiency or slowing the autoionization of the inter-
mediate excited �NO�2

*. Also, as Bates remarked, the DR of
weakly bound dimer ions allows formation of Rydberg state
fragments at low-energy electron collisions.5 If this mecha-
nism would be responsible for the high DR rates, then the

dimer bond has to be very important in the DR reaction. Also
in this case it is not clear why the high DR rate is restricted
to the first 200 meV.

The chemical fragmentation study gave the interesting
result that only two channels were represented �apart from a
very small contribution of a third channel�, while there are in
total seven fragmentation channels energetically possible.
The three-body channel NO+O+N is dominant with a
branching fraction of 69%. The next dominant channel is the
two-body channel NO+NO with a branching fraction of
23%. The dominance of the three-body channel is consistent
with the studies on the DR of other polyatomic ions, in
which the dominant fragmentation often is the three-body
breakup. However, there is an important difference. In sys-
tems with equivalent covalent bonds and lighter atoms as in
XH2, the DR process seems to be nearly a statistical process.
Indications for this exist both in the chemical fragmentation
in the ratios, X+H2 vs XH+H, and in the three-body disso-
ciation dynamics. It was concluded that the DR generates
doubly excited states that are repulsive in more than one
coordinate.28,29 In these systems, it has been shown that
strong repulsive forces are accompanied by large torques that
allow for considerable rearrangements. In the present system,
the three-body dissociations may well be a consequence of
repulsion in one coordinate �N…O� with the weak dimer
bond unable to bind both atomic fragments. In this system,
the special situation exists that the dominant channel for the
monomer forming O�3P�+N*�2D� is energetically closed for
the dimer ion. If the system depends on a repulsive curve
leading to this channel, it finds itself a bound system, which
will undoubtedly affect the final outcome. Due to the low
signal-to-noise ratio, we have not been able to study the
chemical branching nor the dissociation dynamics of �NO�2

+

near 0.21 eV, which is the energy required to dissociate to-
wards O�3P�+N*�2D�. If this channel would also be domi-
nant, the three-body branching may even further increase at
this energy.

The dynamics of the three-body breakup into NO+O
+N reveals that the NO fragment can largely be considered
as a passive spectator in the DR process. The vibrational
ground state of the NO fragment is dominant and accounts
for at least 45% of the dissociations, depending on the frac-
tion of rotational energy imparted in the NO. Channels lead-
ing to internal excitation of the NO up to two vibrational
quanta account for 69%. We find that the internal energy of
the NO has little influence on the dissociation dynamics.
However, the NO fragment is not fully passive as the energy
partitioning over the O and N product atoms is correlated to
the fragment dissociation angle. As the NO fragment re-
ceives less kinetic energy, the linear momentum between the
O and N atoms is increasingly obeyed and the �NO�2

+ disso-
ciates increasingly as a linear system with angles close to
180°. In view of the present research on �NO�2

+, it would be
of interest to study the DR of O4

+ for several reasons; it is a
weakly bound system directly comparable to �NO�2

+, the
analysis and identification is simplified due to equal frag-
ments and masses in the fragmentation and the possible
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three-body dissociations, the dynamics of the monomer have
been intensely investigated, the dominant physical branching
channels of the monomer are also allowed for the dimer ion,
and it has direct atmospheric relevance. A previous storage-
ring experiment on O4

+ failed due to insufficient current pro-
duction.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The DR cross section of the �NO�2
+ is an order of mag-

nitude higher than its monomer counterpart at low energies.
Nonetheless this cross section drops more steeply upon in-
creasing collision energy than that of the monomer, resulting
in comparable rates above 0.2 eV. This has large implica-
tions on the validity of the super-DR theorem suggested by
Bates for dimer ions.5,6 �NO�2

+ breaks up mainly into two
channels, the NO+O+N �69%� and the NO+NO �23%�
channel. The three-body breakup is dominant, as is seen in
the DR of many polyatomic ions. The DR of �NO�2

+ into
NO+O+N certainly has characteristics of a mechanism in
which the recoil in the DR process is along one of the NO
bonds. This forms the first detailed study into the DR mecha-
nisms operating in weakly bound clusters. It is important to
gather data on other systems in order to distinguish trends.
Experimentally, we approach the limit of what is possible
with the presently used imaging technology. Further detector
development that combine high detection efficiency with
fragment identification would give real progress.
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